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Cubicle Fitting Guidance
Important Information
Before fitting the cubicles, ensure that you have all the correct panels and fittings.
Quantities of panels and fixings are job specific so please refer to your drawings, cut-list and
furniture pick list. These can be found in the brown envelope delivered with your order.
Please remember these instructions are a guide and some changes may need to be made
with your order.

Before Starting
•
•
•
•

Familiarise yourself with the instructions and drawings.
We recommend the cubicles should be installed by competent fitters.
Check walls and floors are level.
Safety procedures must be followed and PPE used where appropriate.
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PLEASE NOTE: Some components may differ depending on the range you have specified.
Colours used in this guide are to illustrate components clearly, your furniture will either be SAA
or Black Textured Finish unless otherwise stated/requested.

1

Mark the Height of the panels - Based on the following
Ground Clearance + Panel Height (150mm + 1800mm) - Standard on this range
Mark the Centre Lines of the Dividers, above showing 3 corner 800mm internal cubicle
width.
Position of the Wall fixing D Brackets - These if possible should mirror the heights of the
Pilasters / Divider brackets.
Mark the position of the Wall End Pilasters, above based on 1500mm Divider
2

Fix three ‘D’ Brackets to the rear wall at the positions previously marked out. Screws and
wall plugs are provided but different fixings may be required depending on the wall buildup.

3

Use of trestles recommended. Insert threaded bar into the Leg(s) then place onto the front
of the pilaster and tighten using the hex nuts. Then turn over and attach three brackets to
the pilaster using the fixings provided. Pay attention to the drawing provided as this will
not always be in the centre!
(BRACKET HOLES ARE PRE-DRILLED FOR WARRIOR RANGE)
4
This step applies
to Warrior and
Olympic ranges only.

While working on the pilaster, separate the hinges into two parts (pilaster fixing and door
fixing). Attach the pilaster side using the supplied fixings in the pre-drilled holes.
Pay attention to the drawings for inward or out opening doors.
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Place the divider onto the trestles and offer up the pilaster assembly making sure that it is
flush at the top and bottom edge. Once level, drill and bolt through the divider using the
T-nuts Supplied.
6

Slide divider and pilaster assembly into the brackets keeping it 150mm from the ground
at the wall. Drill through and fix the centre bracket using the T-nuts supplied. Adjust feet
where necessary to keep the panels level. Once level attach the remaining brackets.
*Repeat from step 3 as required*
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Fix three ‘D’ Brackets to the side wall at the positions previously marked out. Screws and
wall plugs are provided but different fixings may be required depending on the wall buildup. Ensure that these are in line with the next pilaster.
8

Slide the end pilaster into the brackets keeping it 150mm from the ground (or level with the
top of the next pilaster). Drill through and fix using the T-nuts supplied.
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Once all dividers and pilasters have been installed, you can now attach the headrail as this
will span multiple cubicles where required. Place the headrail on top of the pilaster then drill
through and secure. Where more than one piece of headrail is needed a butt joint will suffice
in the centre of a pilaster.
When this is a corner cubicle, ensure the headrail ends flush with the end pilaster.
10
This step applies
to Warrior and
Olympic ranges only.

Attach the remaining part of the hinge to the door using the supplied fittings for cubicle
range. At this stage you can adjust the nylon guides for the door to fall open or closed.
For Apollo, attach the complete hinge to the door using the fixings supplied.

11

This step applies
to Warrior and
Olympic ranges only.

Hang the door by lifting and locating both hinge parts together, secure with fixing screw to
the bottom of hinge pin.
With Apollo doors, line the doors up to have a 20mm overhang then mark and fix the
pilaster.
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Fix together the front and rear components of the latch through the pre-drilled holes on the
door. Check that the latch operates correctly then line-up and fix the keep.
Different keeps are supplied additionally for out opening doors.

13
Finally, check that all fixings are secure and attach coat hooks and door buffers.
Below image shows a completed 3 corner cubicle configuration using Olympic hardware.
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